In this paper, we proposed a novel method called Nonnegative Matrix Factorization based on Locally Linear Embedding (LLE-NMF). This idea is to factorize the nonnegative matrix considering the intrinsic geometric structure of the high dimensional data. Instead of the need to estimate pairwise distances between widely separated data points, LLE-NMF is able to find a compact representation recovering the global nonlinear structure from locally linear fits. We proposed updating rules and simulation results.
Introduction
Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) is a useful partbased method for data representation. Since Lee and Seung [1] [2] proposed the specific multiplicative updating rules in 1999, NMF has been widely used in pattern recognition, information retrieval, computer vision and data mining. It aims to find two non-negative matrices whose product can well approximate the initial nonnegative data matrix. In recent years, many variants of NMF have been proposed. Li [3] proposed the Local-NMF (LNMF) which imposes a spatially localized constraint on the bases. Hoyer [4] adds sparseness constraint to the original NMF model. Ding [5] proposes a semi-NMF method which relaxes the nonnegative constraint on the base matrix. Our mental representations of the world are formed by processing large numbers of sensory inputs, including, for example, the pixel intensities of images, the power spectra of sounds and so on. On one hand, coherent structure in the world leads to strong correlations between inputs (such as between neighboring pixels in images), generating observations that lie on or close to a smooth low-dimensional manifold. On the other hand, from the geometric perspective, the data is usually sampled from a low-dimensional manifold embedded in a highdimensional ambient space. To find a compact description, Deng Cai [6] [7] has proposed an algorithm called graphregularized non-negative matrix factorization (GNMF) which is motivated by recent progresses in manifold learning. This method explicitly considers the local invariance and geometrical information of the data space by constructing a nearest neighbor graph. For solving NMF problems, many algorithms are presented. The multiplicative updating rules which are proposed by Lee and Seung is popular due to the simplicity, though some papers such as [10] pointed out its possible slow convergence. However, as some papers discussed previously [8] [9] , a different approach called Locally Linear Embedding(LLE) which eliminates the need to estimate pairwise distances between widely separated data points could well compute low-dimensional, neighborhood-preserving embedding of high-dimensional inputs. In our paper, we propose a novel Non-negative Matrix Factorization method based on the LLE theory (LLE-NMF). We also implement the proposed algorithm and evaluate its performance on image clustering in experiment. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the LLE-NMF method and provides a convergence theorem. Section 3 shows extensive experimental results about the performance of our algorithm on image clustering. Finally, we provide some concluding remarks.
Method
In [1] , original NMF can learn a part-based representation by using the nonnegative constraints. However, NMF fails to discover the intrinsic geometrical and discriminating structure of the high-dimensional data space, which is essential to the real applications. Even though some paper [6] [7] tried to solve the problem from the geometrical perspective. In this Section, we introduce our Nonnegative Matrix Factorization based on Locally Linear Embedding (LLE-NMF) method which avoids this limitation by incorporating an alternative geometrically based regularizer.
NMF with Locally Linear Embedding Regularization
Recall that NMF tries to find a set of basis vectors which could be used to best approximate the data. One might further hope that the basis vectors could respect the intrinsic Riemannian structure instead of ambient Euclidean structure [6] . A natural assumption here could be that if two data points i V and j V are close in the intrinsic geom-approach, Locally Linear Embedding, to preserve the geometrical structure of high-dimensional data space.
For each high-dimensional data point i V , we expect it and its neighbors to lie on or close to a locally linear patch of the manifold. We characterize the local geometry of these patches by linear coefficients that reconstruct each data point from its neighbors. Then we use coefficient matrix 
The elements } { ij C that minimize these reconstruction errors obey an important symmetry, for any particular data point, they are invariant to rotations, rescallings, and translations of that data point and its neighbors. By symmetry, it follows that the reconstruction locally linear relations characterize intrinsic geometric properties of each neighborhood. Note that the invariance to translations is specifically enforced by the sum-to-one constraint on the rows of the weight matrix. In this subproblem, we also consider the non-negative constraint. Even though this constraint might make the reconstruction errors larger, the non-negative matrix 
Multiplicative updating rules
It is obvious that the objective function of problem (1) is not convex in both W and H together. Therefore it is unrealistic to expect an algorithm to find the global minima. In the following, we introduce an iterative algorithm which can achieve the local minima. For solving the above problem, a natural idea is alternative descent method. Based on this method, we usually update W and H alternatively using gradient-descent method. We use the similar method proposed by [1] to construct the step size parameters, and obtain the following multiplicative updating rules:
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where E is the unit matrix. Regarding these two updating rules, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1 The objective function in
) , ( H W F in (1)
is nonincreasing under the updating rules in Equations (2) and (3).
Our proof essentially follows the idea in the proof of Lee and Seung's paper [1] for the original NMF. Recent studies [10] show that Lee and Seung's multiplicative algorithm cannot guarantee the convergence to a stationary point. Particularly, Lin [10] suggests minor modifications on Lee and Seung's algorithm which can converge. Our updating rules in (2) and (3) are essentially similar to the updating rules for NMF and therefore Lin's modifications can also be applied. When 0   , it is easy to check that the updating rules in Equations (2) and (3) For recent studies, NMF has been successfully applied in many fields. Previous studies have shown that NMF is very powerful for clustering, especially in the document clustering and image clustering tasks. It could achieve similar or better performance than most of the state-ofthe-art clustering algorithms, including the popular spectral clustering methods [11] . In appearance-based visual analysis, an image may be associated with some hidden parts. For example, a face image can be thought of as a combination of nose, mouth, eyes, etc. It is reasonable to require the combination coefficients to be non-negative. This is the main motivation of applying NMF on image clustering. In this section, we evaluate our LLE-NMF algorithm on face image clustering problems.
Data sets
We choose the popular face database, the CMU PIE, which has 2856(N) images and each image has 1024 dimensionality(M) which which contains 32×32 gray scale face images of 68 individuals. Each class has 42 face images under different conditions.
Compared Algorithms
To demonstrate how the clustering performance can be improved by our method, we compare LLE-NMF with the following four popular clustering algorithms.  One is canonical Kmeans clustering method (Kmeans in short).  One is the Principle Component Analytic (PCA in short), which is mathematically equivalent to performing SVD on the centered data matrix.  Original Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF in short) is recently a popular method for clustering.  Graph regularized Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (GNMF in short) with F-norm formulation is propose by Deng Cai [6] . We use the 0-1 weighting scheme for constructing the p-nearest neighbor graph as Deng Cai did in his paper. The number of p is set to 5 and the regularization parameter  is set to 100.
The clustering result is evaluated by comparing the obtained label of each image dataset with that provided by the image corpus. We use two metrics here, the accuracy and the normalized mutual information (NMI). Please see [12] for the detailed definitions of these two metrics. 
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